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From the Director’s Desk

It has been more than seven months since I began my stint at Institute of Management Technology (IMT), Dubai.
It has been an interesting period with full of new challenges and opportunities to learn & grow. There is optimism,
energy, growing sense of team-work and camaraderie and a foundation for new phase of growth.
IMT Dubai has done well in the last ten years of its existence. We have had a student base largely from India. In
order to attract them to Dubai, we have started a unique Middle East Business Immersion Program. Here, we
introduce students to the challenges of MENA region and Gulf countries, immerse them into the dynamics of
industry and provide them opportunities to learn company level challenges with a project. This is complimented
by real-life study discussed by the respective CEO of companies. Our endeavor is to create a Dubai relevant
education, our tagline is thus rechristened as “Dubai Experience and Global Impact.”
We have moved ahead and introduced International faculty, new courses in the area of Supply Chain &
Management, Project Management, Healthcare Management, Hospitality Management and Retail Management in
order to cater to the requirement of this region.
We have built substantial capabilities to become a regional leader in business education. We have built a strong
faculty student connect, improved approachability and moved towards building more reflections, learning and
pedagogy in our curriculums.
In order to be a preferred Business School in the region we have also undertaken various infrastructure
development activities. I invite all of you to the campus and suggest how we together can have IMT Dubai, a
preferred brand in this region.
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Message from Alumni
Committee
Chairperson
Dear Alumnus,
It gives me immense pleasure to realise that I have been part of IMT Dubai since its inception
which is nearing a decade. During this period of 10 years, I have witnessed the phenomenal growth
of IMT Dubai in many fronts. To name a few, IMT Dubai’s program portfolio has increased from
one program to five programs and it has one of the most beautiful independent campuses in
Academic City. Another notable landmark in the legacy of its institution is having more than 1000
alumni working in UAE and other countries.
IMT Dubai has been actively in touch with all its alumni by regular meetings and various events
organized in campus. Last academic year saw multiple successfully organized events involving
alumni. From the reunion of First batch (Class of 2006) MBA in IMT Dubai campus and culminated
with the annual alumni get-together in Dubai and New Delhi to the very first EMBA alumni gettogether in our very own campus. This academic year has already seen some exciting updates with the events of alumni interaction with
External Review Team, CAA, Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research, UAE government, who visited IMT Dubai campus for
re-accreditation. Building on the momentum, an informal networking event for alumni was organized to promote networking with each
other and ensure that the benefits of the Alma Mater reach to all and help them in their professional life.
IMT Dubai is highly committed to organize more such events in the future for alumni. This year’s newsletter provides you a snap shot of
all events organised by IMT Dubai and also highlights achievements of alumni, students and faculty members. I hope you enjoy reading
the newsletter.

-

Dr. K. Abdul Waheed
Professor, Marketing

Career Services
Dear Alumnus
The institute approaches the turn of a decade in its age and with some significant milestones. It is
indeed a time of pride for the administration, students and alumni who have been a part of this
incredible journey.
The institute has been actively improving its standings and services to both students and alumni alike
and the Office of Career Services strives to provide support to all through continuous corporate
engagement and by providing updates on job openings in our partnering organizations.
The IMT alumni network present in the UAE provides a great advantage as the information and
opportunities that pass through the institute are a major facet of the employment scenario in Dubai. In
order to help us serve you better, please keep in touch with us through our social networking portals
and by updating your contact details with the alumni committee.
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Michael Todd
Head of Career Services and Corporate Relations

Faculty
Dear Alumnus
The Institute of Management Technology, Dubai has a rich and varied network of Alumni. IMT’s
Alumni are highly successful industry professionals who have not only succeeded in attaining
significant heights in the corporate world, but are also highly successful entrepreneurs who have
dared to challenge themselves by starting their own ventures and performing exceedingly well in a
highly competitive business environment.
We are proud of the rich heritage of this Institute and take great pleasure in forging the link
between the Institute and the Alumni.
The Alumni Relationship Committee of IMT Dubai, is constantly reaching out to its wide network of Alumni who play significant role in
the growth of the institute and reflect its image in various walks of life.
Wishing you all the best in all your endeavours!!

Dr. Vimi Jham
Associate Professor
Marketing

Dear Alumnus
An institution is known by its Alumni. We are all proud of our Alma Mater and we wish we
could go back to the abode again and again. IMT Dubai is now ten years old and is very proud
of its Alumni network built over the years who are all very well placed in organizations in
UAE/GCC, India and the rest of the World.
We are one big family and we shall always be so. Being a significant stakeholder of an academic
institution such as IMT Dubai, they are an integral part of the academic processes of the institute
providing critical help in mentoring of students, internships/placements, and industry guest
lectures. IMT Dubai Alumni are an important pillar of strength of the Institution. I wish all IMT
Alumni and also the Alumni Committee of IMT Dubai all the success in their present and future
endeavours.

-

Dr. Santanu Roy
Professor
Operations

Dear Alumnus
Alumni are one of the biggest stakeholders any institute will ever have, and it is also true the other
way around. As alumni foray into the corporate world, they rely on the skills developed throughout
their lifetime and honed during the intensive years spent pursuing their MBA. Indeed, they are truly
the ambassadors of the institution. Also, given real-time learning they acquire in the corporate
world they become valuable mentors for the new students.
At the same time, alumni can benefit from the resources available at the institute and gain
mentorship experience by interacting with the energetic youth who go on to become alumni few
years down the line.
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The Office of Student Services is always approachable for any interactions that alumni want with the students. Events at the campus are
a means to promote institutional interaction with the alumni, and we look forward to them engaging in such initiatives with full zeal!

The Director’s Interview
Q. Welcome to IMT. What are your thoughts as you
take charge of an institute turning a decade old this
year?
A. As IMT Dubai turns 10 years old, it is poised to enter a new
phase of growth and development. It is the global wing of IMT
Ghaziabad with three highly successful programs, namely MBA,
EMBA and DCP. This is in part, due to the quality of students
at IMT which is undoubtedly among the best in UAE.
The Institute needs to look at the opportunities in MENA
region and strengthen its presence in UAE. IMT needs to move
away from being an Indian school and move towards creating
courses relevant to the region. We need to diversify faculty and
student base. We have already started this journey.

IMT Dubai is moving towards
becoming a global business school
providing world class experience
and international context to
learning.

institution and mentor current student’s and also help us build
industry institute partnership.
Q. How do you see the development in the MENA
region affecting Dubai and in turn, the learning
experience at IMT?
A. The current MENA situation is highly beneficial for learning
as it provides an altogether different perspective to learning. As
all of us know, Dubai is different in a number of ways, with the
240 nationalities, being a safe haven for expats and state of the
art infrastructure and the ease of doing business, it is an
attractive prospect for everyone.
The geopolitical dynamics has created lot of volatility in the
Middle East region. But what is interesting is that Dubai being a
safe Heaven
and as it ranks very high on ease of doing
business, will attract capital coming to this region. What is also
happening is that UAE has started seeing relocation activity of
businesses from other Middle East and Gulf countries.
The investments pouring into gulf will concentrate into UAE
and specifically Dubai and it is happening even now as we speak.
This region will provide job opportunities in large numbers. IMT
Dubai is gearing up to tap this opportunity and hence we are
starting region relevant Masters courses in retail operations,
healthcare, supply chain management and project management.

Q. What’s your statement of intent that you would like
the stakeholders to be aware of and how should they
expect from your leadership? Also, what do you expect
from them?
A. IMT Dubai is moving towards becoming a global business
school providing world class experience and international
context to learning. In order to achieve that, we need to retain
the best practices from our rich heritage and build upon the
solid foundation with additions that meet the market demands.
This will be achieved with our transition from being an Indian
school in UAE to an international business school catering to
the local needs. This is why we have created a new tagline for
IMT Dubai as “Dubai experience. Global impact”.
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We will be embarking on a new journey with focus on training
our students and building skills so that their chances of
employability enhances in UAE. We have already started with a
Middle East Business Immersion program, which prepares them
and makes them business ready for this region. We are moving
away from jaded mechanistic pedagogy to one which helps
students reflect, develop and lean. We are also focusing on
building managerial skills along with critical analytical thinking.
On the institutional front we are undergoing immense positive
changes. We have built a lot of optimism, team orientation,
comradery as all of us are cohesively working towards the
changed vision of becoming a global business school. All of us
see this as an opportunity to become a global brand. My
expectation from staff, faculty and the student body is to be
aligned to this vision and contribute towards the growth of IMT
Dubai.
Our Alumni can play an important role in making IMT a brand
in this region. I invite them to become more active with the

We are gearing our
infrastructure development to
create an amazing student
experience outside the class

We want to create a global experience, which means creating global
awareness and enhance their employability in the global market and more
specifically the gulf and MENA region.
Q. Since your arrival, a number of activities and
initiatives have started to take place and there is always
some activity happening in the campus, how do you see
them shaping up?

All of this is a part of the growth process and change in the
strategic vision. We are building playgrounds, lounges, music
rooms and a better equipped gymnasium to create a better
experience for our students beyond classroom.

A. IMT desires to be a preferred business school in this region.
This objective will become the driver of our mission and vision
statements in the future. We have undertaken various activities
at institutional level. We are gearing up our infrastructure
development to create an amazing student experience outside
the class room.

Q. How do you feel about the alumni network of IMT?

As I said earlier in order to become relevant to the region we
have introduced our own Middle East Business Immersion

A. I am impressed by the alumni network of IMT. They are
very responsive and turn up in large numbers and on a very
short notice, be it for our accreditation requirement or a
networking event. Indeed, the alumni network of IMT is strong
but it can be further strengthened and become a source for
inspiration for current students and also help the institute to
partner with industries and play a major role in our new
initiative; the Middle East business program.

With the challenges the MENA
region is facing due to the
fluctuating oil prices and
disruptions faced by the
neighbors, the investments
pouring into gulf will
concentrate into UAE and
specifically Dubai.

program.
Our aim is to train students to understand the Middle East
economy, industrial structure and provide scope to do
company projects in order to understand doing business in
Dubai better. All of this is topped up by numerous guest
lectures, visits to business destinations, cultural and political
Immersion as we create newer and better value proposition for
students so that they are equipped not only with basic
conceptual framework, but also the contextual understanding
required to apply them.
WE for the first time had foreign faculty teaching at the campus
bring global perspective. WE are recruiting global faculty of
repute to strengthen and diversify our faculty pool which is the
backbone of IMT Dubai.

Q. Lastly, three things you admire about IMT and three
things that you are not excited about or wish to change
at IMT?
A. I am impressed by the student base, faculty base and the
infrastructure of the institute. Indeed, we stand among the best
in UAE and they are positive points to build on.
I would like more diversified faculty pool, well diversified
student base and strong orientation towards the need of this
region.
A good base is half the battle won, we need commitment from
all our stakeholders in making IMT as one of the top brands in
the region.
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_________________________________________________

Alumni Events
Dubai Alumni Meet

IMT Dubai hosted an alumni meet on 14th March at its campus for the Alumni chapter of UAE at the Majestic
Hotel, under the guidance of Dr. Janakiraman Moorthy, Dr. Anupam Mehta, Dr. K S Sujit, Dr. Rajesh Kumar,
Drishti Jham and Dr. Santanu Roy

India Alumni Meet
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The Dubai event saw parallel Alumni meet conducted in India International center, New Delhi. Avaneedra Mishra
coordinated the event with guidance from Dr. Arvind Seth and Dr. Abdul Waheed who were present in New
Delhi to meet the alumni chapter of India.

Alumni Networking Night

Carrying the tradition of network nights for the
alumni IMT Dubai hosted its first networking night for
the year on 26th Nov, 2015. The event offered the
opportunity for alumni to establish and expand their
network at the informal evening reception. The event
was hosted by the Alumni Committee of the institute

at a swanky bar in Dubai Marina and was graced by
more than 50 alumni of the institute, sharing the
experiences of their work life. It was a platform to
build professional contacts, to expand social circle
and to get inspired by the powerful thought leaders
across the Dubai business environment.

_________________________________________________
EMBA Alumni Meet
saw faculty interaction with Dr. Abdul Waheed, Dr.
Arvind Seth, Dr. Ravindra Saxena, Dr. Rajesh
Kumar, Dr. K.S. Sujit and Ms Drishti Jham present
for the proceedings.

23rd June, 2015 marked the first alumni meet for
the EMBA batch of IMT Dubai. The event saw
massive success as graduates across UAE came to
pay homage to their Alma Mater and meet their old
peers and develop new connections. The event also
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Student Achievements
Harvard Project for Asian & International Relations
University (HPIR)
Ms. Monica Bharadwaj was selected to participate in the panel discussion on
‘Corporate Leadership’ at the conference from 12-15 February 2016 at Harvard
University. Asia’s emergence to prominence in recent years has been driven by Asian
businesses which have the ability and responsibility to help shape the region. The
Corporate Leadership panel at HPAIR 2016 focused on identifying the challenges and
responsibilities that face business leaders, to better understand how their
organizations can grow and thrive while bridging the gap between the East and the
West.

World Business Dialogue International Conference
Mr Ashesh Das would be representing IMT DUBAI in March 2016 at a prestigious
conference/meet i.e. the 19th World Business Dialogue which will be held at the
University of Cologne, Germany. He would be an active member of the discussion which
will be held among the brightest minds from the world selected for this conference on
the issue of "Globalization: Disrupted?" and also be meeting various renowned names
from the field of business in this conference.

Asian
Business
Leadership
Ambassador Contest:

Forum

Youth

Mr. Ayush Bansal, Anubhav Verma and Ms. Anjum Aggarwal did us proud though
their active participation in the contest. Ms. Anjum secured second position in the
contest. The competition had global participation and utilised social media as the
competing platform for the initial round.

BUiD Quiz Competition:
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Ashwin Kumar SS, Aman Gupta and Advitiya Vashist proved their quizzing genius by winning second prize in the
Biz Quiz 2015 organized by British University in Dubai (BUiD) on November 3, 2015. The IMT student team
missed the first position by a narrow margin of 7.5 points.

ACCA Business game contest:
Romit Jain, Savvy Trivedi, Pujan Kumar Verma & Vikrant Singh
won 3rd prize at the Business Game competition organized by
ACCA (Association of Chartered Certified Accountants) on
November 3, 2015. The team had to qualify through an
internationally conducted competition and later competed with
some of the top teams in UAE to bring the award to IMT.

Speed Pitching Contest by INFINITI:
Mr. Konark Murarka, reached the final round of the event after having cleared a series of
preliminary rounds, and competing against a large number of participants. Konark was
given an opportunity along with other 29 finalists to pitch his idea to the jury within an
allotted time of 7 minutes in an innovative pitching event.

TAPMI Quiz Competition:
In-house quizzers Mr. Ashwin Kumar SS and Mr. Advitiya Vashist
registered a spectacular win in the UAE leg of TAPMI’s 'Quiz on
The Beach’ competition held on November 1, 2015. The
competition aimed at discovering the best quizzing talent across
UAE, India & Singapore. After two rigorous rounds of quizzing, our
students emerged as the winners of UAE region.
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Campus Round-up
Career Fair
With the internship and placement season round
the corner, IMT organized a career fair for the
students to interact with various firms offering a job
in marketing, finance, HR, Analytics etc. The event
was graced by the presence of Mr. Vishal Goel,
Head-Corporate Relations, IMT group. The
event provided an

opportunity for the perspective employers from a
wide range of businesses to meet with management
students interested in working for their firms. The
event also provided an opportunity to the students
to sort out their employment skills before the
beginning of formal round of placements.

Ethnic Day
The bachelor’s students of IMT went traditional by
celebrating Ethnic day with full pomp and splendour.
In this era of modernization, events like this enable
youngsters to ignite respect, love and passion for

their own culture and history. The event was a
dazzling and colourful exhibition of traditional
attires. With high energy and enthusiasm the
students turned the campus into a display of mini
India.

Seminar on Ethics in Business
Padam Shri T.N. Manoharan, former President,
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and a
former member of the reconstituted board of
directors of Satyam Computers delivered an
insightful lecture on the importance of ethics in
business. “Ethics are difficult to be taught, unless
they are ingrained within” is what he said. The
importance of complying with ethical values was
highlighted by the comprehensive analysis of the
Satyam case. From his experience of Satyam, he
explained the concept of fraud management and
how to see a fraud coming.

Diwali Celebrations
fervour. The celebration started with a small puja,
graced by our esteemed Director Dr. Rakesh Singh
and Programme Head Dr. Santanu Roy.
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A number of events were organised like the Rangoli
competition and Tug of War, to keep the festive
spirit upbeat. Students from all the batches came
together along with faculty members to liven up the
campus and infuse cheerful smiles till late into the lit
up night.
IMT Dubai students celebrated an ‘away-fromhome’ IMT Diwali with great enthusiasm and

IMT wishes a bright year ahead to all filled with
bonhomie and the glow of success.

Sports at IMT
Sports day at IMT saw the innermost warriors
sweating it out on the field in various sports like
Cricket, Football, Volleyball, Table Tennis, and
Basketball. The games were played with
emblematized zeal with every run, wicket, goal,
point being cheered by the audience. An intense
faceoff between the teams was on view amidst the
spectacular display of honed skills by the students.
At the DIAC level, IMTians backed the “Runnersup” position at the Badminton Tournament
organized by City University College, Ajman. IMT
has successfully established sports as a part of
campus lifestyle where participants come for the
love of the game rather than any materialistic
pursuits.

Fresher’s Party
Students of IMT Dubai organized a Fresher’s Party
to welcome the newcomers of DCP and the SMBA
batch.

dance performance by Ayushi Agarwal and group.
Truly, it was a lovely evening and a memorable start
to the subsequent years!

The party kicked off to the amazing beats of
Abhishek Chandra - our very own in-house rapper.
The high point of the party was the Mr. and Miss
Fresher event with the hotness barometer soaring
to the peak as the participants took to the stage.
DCP upheld its name with the runners up positions
going to Dhruv Dhawan and Pratiksha, both
captivating the crowd with their charm and witty
answers. Prateek Chhabra and group enthralled the
crowd by a melodious rendition of the song Tere
Bin Nahi Laage Jiya. The party ended on a high note
with an energetic
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Independence Day is ought to be celebrated with
pomp and so it was as the flag was raised for the
69th independence day amidst a large gathering of
students in the amphitheatre. Patriotic fever gripped
the campus as various events were organised. Be it
poetry or singing where every word echoed the
sacrifices of our freedom fighters or dance where
every step was choreographed to match the
energetic atmosphere, the festive spirit dominated
everywhere. The atmosphere was charged with
feelings of patriotism and pride. The ceremony was
followed by a traditional dinner specially arranged
for the occasion.
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Independence Day Celebrations

A Grand Affair- Vaudeville 2016

A mesmerizing fashion show, an energetic rock concert by band DHRUV, a melodious atmosphere created by
the best singers in Academic city, and the battle of sharpest business minds were some of the highlights of
“Vaudeville 2016”, IMT Dubai’s annual business and cultural festival.
The two day fest which attracted audience from all the nearby universities was held from March 2 to 3. Variety
of new events like the executive decision, Ad-hawk, Challenge at Lords were planned this year in our quest to
make Vaudeville bigger and brighter year after year. A lot of time and energy put in by the events coordinators
under the leadership of Dr. Kirti Khanzode proved vital for huge success of Vaudeville 2016.
Business events at Vaudeville 2016 aimed to promote the spirit of creativity and innovation among brightest
minds in Dubai. Encompassing two days of several management based events ranging from flagship events like
B-Quiz and B-Plan to the intellect testing fun new events like Challenge at Lords, the events tested the thinking
faculties of students. B-plan session was graced by the presence of Mr. Nadim Khoury- co-founder of Beam
Wallet, an e-payment gateway. He led the discussion for entrepreneurship scenario in India and UAE. The events
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saw participation from colleges across Dubai. Students interacted with eminent professors of IMT Dubai and
learnt various avenues for business growth in the Middle East.

Right from the flash mob aimed at creating awareness about the event to the prize distribution ceremony,
Vaudeville 2016 was an amalgamation of intellectual wrestling, cheerful smiles, ocean of energy and vibrant
colours. The biggest crowd pulling event of the two day mega fest-Fashion Show- transported the audience into
a world of grandeur and magnificence with an exciting line-up of contestants from Manipal, BITS ,Amity and IMT
showcasing the fashion trends reflecting unique themes such as Indian Wedding, Mafia, Angels and Demons. The
event proved to be a perfect amalgamation of glamour, style and panache. The likes of Battle of the Bands, drama
performances, and solo singing catered to a wide mix of audience and genres.
A heartfelt thanks our lead sponsors Suno FM and Zee media group for making Vaudeville a triumph for everyone
involved. They reached out to the youth and future business leaders in helping a budding entrepreneurial story
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of our generation.

The eye candy performance of the year was given by DHRUV- an Indian rock band based in Dubai, runners up
in the ‘Next Big Thing’ by MTV India. The magical band mesmerized audiences and made them groove on various
bollywood chartbusters from Farhan Akhtar’s “Rock On” to Arijit Singh’s “Tum hi ho.” The immensely talented
band left the audiences spellbound and breathless. Be it the rhythm of their music, the depth in their vocals or
simply the aura that they brought with them on stage, nothing was left in their performance to ask for more.
Along with events like solo singing, the crowd was teleported into a night of magnificence and taken through a
melodious journey comprising of beautiful rendition of some of the best creations in Bollywood, Tamil and
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English music.

Alumni Speak
The three stages of me
My life was going on a technical path. I had been
serving Yamaha as a Technical person for their web
applications, until I find an advertisement
notification from IMT Dubai. I don’t remember
exactly but the day I saw it, it was visible that this
MBA was for me. I straightway applied with my CAT
Percentile, got an interview call and was selected in
first interview itself. In those days, Orkut was the
major Social Network and there was a group of
IMTians for 2008-2010 batch. I used to regularly
follow that group and used to be quite active in
conversations.

We started our journey from IMT Ghaziabad. There
was a special session arranged at Ghaziabad for all
IMTians to gel up. Batch of 2008-2010 had 240
IMTians and believe me every one had a story to
tell. We landed up in Dubai with expectations,
memories & positivity. I had been pretty active in all
Social Activities & managing relationships, courtesy
IMTians who were supporting me for all my things
from the day 1. Sem 1, Sem 2, Sem 3 & Sem 4 passed
with awesome memories. I had the privilege of
serving Placement, Internship & Advisory

Committees at that point of time. High point was
managing & organizing “Vaudeville”. I would always
be thankful to all IMTians, Faculty & well-wishers
who helped me what I am today. What I learnt is
Confidence & Managing relationships.

I got a campus placement with Hindustan Times. But
life had different options for me. Post serving 8
Months with Hindustan Times, I started my own
venture, “Vibes Communications Pvt. Ltd.” in
Noida, India. The company is a fusion of Technology
& Digital Marketing. In last 6 years I have seen
challenges & good times, opportunities & bad days,
well-wishers & problem makers. But confidence and
relationship, what I learnt from IMT Dubai, are my
biggest weapons. My company, Vibes, is competing
with almost every top technology & digital
marketing of India. We are covering more than 400
Clients & interesting start-ups. 35 motivated
employees have been assisting me day & night for
creating VIBES. . I can always say “I am what I am is
because of IMT Dubai”.
- Avaneendra Mishra
Co-Founder & Business Head
Vibes Communications Pvt. Ltd.
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The IMT feeling
the corporate world of a little bit of stress and a lot of
FUN!!
My time here was enhanced by getting an
opportunity to go for the exchange. The exchange
program to Rennes, France gave me an experience
which was very important to me. I shared my “stair
case” with a Chinese, a Mexican and a Nigerian, and
learning more about each other’s culture has been
a very important experience.
The MBA work schedule can be very grilling, with
lectures, group discussion, work assignments and
loads and loads of research. With IMT the best part
is that you can learn as much as you want to. There
is no dearth of assignments, you could do the
prescribed amount and if you survive it the
professors are “kind enough” to provide us with
more.

As I sit at my office desk, just before my boss walks in,
I drift into nostalgia. Thoughts of my days at IMT are
bouncing back and forth in my head. I remember when
I walked into the campus of IMT, I felt that this was my
window to opportunities that could get me my dream
job.
Even before the classes at IMT had started, I was
nervous. This was due to the urban legends that we
hear about business schools and the daunting tasks
ahead of us. I could only imagine case studies, and
assignments, and scoring a CGPA of 3 over 4.
After spending my 2 years there, I am now in a better
position to praise the situation. It’s a relief to have
found out that not only is the work manageable,
provided one does not crack under the stress. IMT is
the perfect place for a training before you enter into

Part of my method of maintaining some degree of
sanity has been to go to the canteen during lunch.
That is one place which is so vibrant and full of life.
No matter how busy my schedule is there is always
time for lunch at the canteen, with the hustle and
bustle of all the students around and not to forget
the TV playing around the corner. This was one
place where we would switch off from class, and
make some great friends.
The cultural team is great in organizing loads of
events, from sports events to cultural events to
fresher’s day and to our biggest event VAUDEVILLE.
It’s always a good sign to see the enthusiasm the
students have to participate in all these events.
Generally, the sense I get it is of a very strong bond
existing between the students.

- Pooja Varma
Personnel Officer, Human Resources,
Chalhoub Group, UAE
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The Media Substance
segmented companies. Consequences, they don’t
prepare well for.
I’ve seen a no. of Social Media reports now (well, you
can too, just google them). I can tell you in crystal clear
words, only one of ten reports have some substance
and have projections related to near future. I mean,
come on, if you gained 100 or 1000 fans on Facebook,
how is it going to help you? Did you ever wonder, the
pages which have over a million fans, how much
engagement is there on their pages? If not, go and
check.

Considering ‘Mark Zuckerberg’ who built the
Facebook platform in one night, don’t know when next
of his kind can pull of the one-nighter. That person
might as well be you, no seriously. The ultimate
conclusion drawn is “WE DON’T KNOW” and the
one who says “I KNOW” is probably a noob or lying
in your face. Substance in Social Media is not about
Big-Data anymore. Tell me one company who needs
to have Big-Data or finds Big-Data is useful? Everyone
demands Unified Data. Social Media agencies are
increasing exponentially, but do they have any idea
what are the projects of Social for 2020 – 2035?
Answer is ‘NO’. Why? No one cares, it’s hot now, let’s
get on to the band wagon. Let’s get on the trend.
Implications are on the global giants, local giants and

You need to question each metric, each number on
your pie or bar graph or line graph. That if I am telling
the fan acquisition increased, why did it happen, what
made it happen, what kind of post is likely to produce
a similar impact on the Social Channel and looking into
the future, what do I do with these people I just
acquired? Social Media is not a business. It’s a subject
or allow me to put it as a chapter under Brand identity.
Regardless, it has to be in conjunction with ‘Marketing,
Branding and Communication Strategies” of the
company.
Hence, if you just run after numbers in {After 8 proper
years from evolution of Social Media}, in my language
you’re just another man/ women caught in the wrong
job. How passionate are you about this stuff? Have
you ever thought? How much data, projects,
advertising moves you? If they move you, what have
you done about it? There’s something for everyone
on Social Media, has to be. Quit wasting time and run
after a list of things that matter.
-

Praful Anchaliya
Analytics Manager
Dubai Tourism
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Developed or Developing countries, all are fairly in
touch with Social Media whether they like it or not. I
won’t be surprised if you don’t find a single 50-year old
or a 5 year old who hasn’t heard about Facebook. This
has nothing to do with popularity of Facebook but the
way Social Media has evolved over the years. It gives
me goose bumps to think about the year 2020 or let’s
talk 2035. It might take another level, it might vanish
totally.
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It's quite funny how now-a-days, people are
considering Social Media, the BIG thing now. Whereas it was a big-thing long ago, maybe 3-4 years ago.
Now, it’s the only another marketing platform.

So if you are an agency or an aspirant, what exactly are
you telling your client? Just a pie chart of his coverage?
Or just his fan/ follower acquisition? Do you honestly
think, it’s of any substance to the client or his
requirements? Do you even know what the right
metrics are? Well, in some cases, the client also
doesn’t pay attention even if you write the script of
the movie Matrix in it but in some cases the clients are
going to grill you. Whatever might be the case, on a
broader perspective you need to question each page
of your publisher.

Corporate training
IMT Dubai launches Executive Education division
Dear IMT Alumni
Greetings!
You would be happy to know that your alma mater last year ventured into the terrain
of executive education. We successfully conducted programs for companies in Dubai,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, India and Australia and received a very encouraging response from
the participants. Taking a cue from our little initial success and the need for professional
development in the corporate world, we decided to launch an Executive Education
Division, which would offer both open and customized programs for professional
development. This is also an opportunity for you to partner with and to contribute to
your Alma mater in many ways.
Our signature approach is to deliver excellence through performance and through
collaboration with industry experts, business associations and other international Universities to design and deliver innovative industry
relevant programmes. Recently, IMT-D signed an MOU with ALBA Greece to offer a unique ALBA-IMT Mini-MBA. ALBA Greece was
the recipient of second prize for its Executive Development Programs at the prestigious HR Summit and EXPO 2015, Dubai and we are
excited about partnering with them.
Twelve MDPs, ranging from area specific offerings such as Finance for non-finance managers, business forecasting, strategic thinking to
cross functional offerings such as Doing Business in Dubai and the General Management Program are being offered. Besides, your faculty
is all set to customize programs for specific needs of the companies – be this customization of content or of duration.
While we gear up to launch the General Management Program on April 14, 2016, you could contribute by spreading this information
and encouraging anyone you think could benefit. You could also get involved by delivering lectures or connecting us with companies that
may need customized programs.
Wishing to you good luck, good learning and good success always!!
-

Gita Bajaj

Professor OB & Communication &
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Chairperson Executive

S. No.

Program Title

Duration

Dates

General
Management
Program

9 weekends

28 April – 24
June 2016

1

2

Project
Management

3 days

7- 9 May, 2016

3

Interpersonal
Communication for
Potential Leaders

3 days

19-21 May 2016

4

Creating a
Customer Centric
Culture

3 days

16-18 June 2016

5

Strategic Thinking

2 days

6

Short Term UAE
Immersion Program
(STEP)

12 days

Sep-16

7

Influencing and
Negotiation Skills

3 days

13-15 Oct 2016

Faculty
Dr Gita Bajaj
Dr Anand Agrawal
Dr. Arvind Seth
Dr. Santanu Roy
Dr. Kirti Khanzode
Dr Gita Bajaj
Dr. Vimi Jham
Dr. Anand Agrawal

6-7
Dr. Ajay Singhal
September2016
Dr. Shahina Javed
Dr Gita Bajaj

Dr. Shahina Javed
Dr. Gita Bajaj
Dr. Ghosh,
Dr. Raj,
Dr. Rajesh,
and Dr. Anupam

8

Finance for Non
Finance

2 days

28-29 October
2016

9

Data Mining for
Intelligent Decision
Making

2 days

17-18 Nov 2016 Dr. Ali Zalzala

10

Business
Forecasting

4 days

11

Doing Business in
Dubai

5 days

12

Short Term UAE
Immersion Program
(STEP)

12 days

Dr. P. Pranab Kumar
18-21 December
Dr. K. Sujit
2016
Dr Rakesh Singh
Dr. Rajesh
6-10 Feb 2017 Dr. K. Sujit
Dr Gita Bajaj
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Dr Ajay Singhal
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Institutional Achievements
Dr. Rakesh Singh
1. Invited as Guest speaker at the Global Supply Chain “Thought Leadership” Summit, Greece held on
October 29, 2015 and
2. Speaker to the “8th Global Logistics & Supply Chain Summit”, Dubai held on October 14, 2015.
3. Presented with "Emerging Leader in Education 2015-Asia & GCC- Process Reviewer
PwC" award.

Dr. Shantanu Roy
Awarded Best Paper Award in the Category: ‘Originality, Creativity and Innovation – Contribution to
Policy Making or Practice’, 14th IEF (International Entrepreneurship Forum) Conference, September 1618, 2015, Cape Town, South Africa, for the paper entitled ‘A Study of Design Engineering in the
Context of Industrial Innovation in Indian Firms’.
2. Published Strategic “Capabilities for Public Sector-Led Innovation: Managing Knowledge Worker
Deployment and Quality Performance of Public R&D Laboratories in India.” in Journal of
Entrepreneurship and Innovation in Emerging Economies, 1(2): 181-200.
1.

Dr. TP Ghosh
Published
1.
2.
3.
4.

Accounts and Audit Issues under the Companies Act, 2013, 2nd Edition by Taxmann June 2015
Illustrated Guide to Indian Accounting Standards by Taxmann August 2015
Mandatory Corporate Social Responsibility: Is it Spend or Tell? A Review of the High Level
Committee Report in Corporate Professionals Today, Volume 35, Issue 1, January 1-15, 2016 , Pp. 4551.

5.

The Companies Bill 2013: The Unfinished Agenda in Corporate Professionals Today, Volume 34, Issue
7, December 1-15, 2015, Pp. 594-605.

Dr. Rajesh Kumar
Presented

Trends of Dividend Payments and Market Reactions during Dividend Announcement: Evidence
from Qatar Market at 4th European Business Research Conference at Imperial College, South

1.

Kensington, London from 9 to 10 April 2015.
Published
1. Valuation –Concepts and Theories by Academic Press, Elsevier USA, Nov 2015.
2. Strategic Financial Management Casebook by Academic Press, Elsevier USA.

Dr. Anand Agrawal
Published
1.

Dilemmas of a Newly Recruited Academic Qualified Professor: A Case in Journal of Cases in
Educational Leadership 18 (2), 176–191

2.

Forest First Samithi: going social with social media in International Journal of Teaching and Case
Studies 6 (3), 266-280

3.

Why Citizens Participate in Local Governance: A Case of Two Philippine LGUs in International
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Journal of Public Administration

Dr. Gita Bajaj
Published
1.
2.
3.

F&B Retail at IGI Airport in The Case Centre CASE - Reference no. 415-160-1
Youreka Hotel, Amritsar in Richard Ivey Publishing Canada
Crisis Communication in Digital Era: Implications for Practitioners and Researcher in

4.

Chatterjee, S. et. (Eds) Managing in Recovering Markets ( pp 377-394) Gurgaon, India: Springer
Proceedings in Business and Economics
Wild-Cat Strike: A Negotiation Role Play Simulation in Richard Ivey Case Publishing Canada

Dr. Ali Zalzala
Conducted
1. A workshop on “Technology Strategies for Managers and Entrepreneurs”, University of Dubai on
November 07, 2015.
Published
1. “Deployment of RFID tracking and Records Management System in Slum Communities,” in IEEE
Technology and Society Magazine, (Invited paper), Vol. 34, No. 1, pp. 45-55, IEEE, Spring 2015.

Dr. K. Abdul Waheed
Published
1.

Impact of Transformational Leadership on Team Performance: An empirical study in UAE in

2.

Shopping Satisfaction of Business Travelers: An Exploratory Study in Dubai in Middle East

Measuring Business Excellence, 19(4), pp. 30-56.
Journal of Business, 10(4), pp. 53-58.

Dr. Vimi Jham
Published

Al Ghurair group: A crossroad in corporate strategy in MIDDLE EAST JOURNAL OF BUSINESS -

1.

VOLUME 10, ISSUE 2, APRIL 2015.
2.

MIDCOM: a strategic initiative in the Middle East and Africa in "Emerald Emerging Markets Case
Studies, Vol. 5 Iss 1 pp. 1 - 16."

Dr. Anupam Mehta
Published
1.

Al Ghurair group: A crossroad in corporate strategy in MIDDLE EAST JOURNAL OF BUSINESS VOLUME 10, ISSUE 2, APRIL 2015.
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Abu Dhabi National Hotels What Went Wrong? In Ivey Publishing (2015): n. pag. Web. 27 Apr. 2015.
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2.

Dr. Kirti Khazode
Published
1.

Raju Omlet: Expanding in UAE in Ivey Publication

Dr. Arvind Seth
Invited
1. As a guest lecturer for a Seminar Talk on “Multi variate Data Analysis at Hamdan University”,
Dubai on 17 Nov, 2015.

Dr. KS Sujit
Published
1.

Wealth Creators in the banking sector in UAE during the 2010-2015 period in Asian Journal of
Finance and Accounting, Vol7, No 2, page 152-160.

Dr. Mahendra Raj
Published
1.

Mutual Fund Rating and Efficiency: An Examination of the Relationship in Accounting and Finance
Research, V5, No.1, 2016, 202-209.
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IMT Dubai was presented “Excellence in E-Learning” award in recognition for IMT Dubai’s outstanding
dedication in the field of e-learning in the United Arab Emirates – Blackboard

From Left to Right: Rahul Jain, Dr. K. Abdul Waheed, Gourav Sharma, Karan Goyal, Ashish Passi, Hansika Goel, Ms Kristina Chanevic,
Anukriti Ahuja, Jai Soni, Ajitesh Goyal, Prateek Gulati and Mr Michael Todd.

Editorial Team
Edited by
Rahul Jain
Anukriti Ahuja
Content by
Gourav Sharma
Ajitesh Goyal
Karan Goyal
Jai Soni
Anukriti Ahuja
Rahul Jain
Pictures by
Shikhar Ahuja
Vishal Kumar
Karan Goyal (sourced)
Jai Soni (sourced)
Anukriti Ahuja (sourced)
Rahul Jain (sourced)
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Meet. Network. Reminisce.
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Connect with us at
alumni@imtdubai.ac.ae
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1571006359807405/

